Abstract.
Introduction.
Let A be a semisimple Banach algebra. As in [3] , we call a linear operator T on A a left centralizer if T(xy) = T(x)y, x, y e A.
In this note we give an explicit characterization of the left centralizers on A when A is a proper //»-algebra. Centralizers on //»-algebras have been considered in [1] , [6] , and [9] . The same characterization holds when A is a dual B»-algebra, and has been given by Malviya and Tomiuk in [7] . Our proof is similar to that in [7] . We include most details for the sake of completeness. Use will be made of the structure theory of //»-algebras (see e.g. [8] ), which we shall review here briefly, after introducing some notation.
Given a family of Banach algebras, {Ay}yer, and numbers rcy_l, we denote by lp({Ay, ky}), l^p<co, the set of functions x on Y with x(y) e Ay and 11*11, = fe K \\x(y)\\vT< oo.
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We denote by /°° ({Ay}) the set of functions x on Y with x(y) e Ay and 11*11 » = sup ||x(y)|| < co. y
With the usual operations for functions and the norm ||jc||p, the above sets become Banach algebras. We denote by c0({Ay}) the closed subalgebra of loe({Ay}) consisting of those functions x for which {y: \\x(y)W^.s} is finite for all e>0.
the closed two-sided ideal of compact operators. We denote by BS(H) the two-sided ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, endowed with the HilbertSchmidt norm, || ||s. With this latter norm, BS(H) is a Banach algebra (see [8] or [11] ).
If A is a proper //»-algebra, let {Ay}yeT denote its collection of minimalclosed two-sided ideals. For each y, let Hy be some minimal left ideal of Ay. Then, under the left regular representation, Ay is isomorphic to Bs(Hy), and there exist rcv_:l such that A is isometrically isomorphic to l2({Bs(Hy), ky}). We denote this isomorphism by a-^-â. For S<^A, let S={â:a e S}. Then Ây = {x e l\{Bs(Hß), kß}): x(ß)=0, ß*y).
The main result. If A is a semisimple Banach algebra, we denote the left centralizers on A by =5f (A). A theorem of Johnson and Sinclair states that any left centralizer on A is continuous [4] . When endowed with the operator norm, £?(A) is a Banach algebra. We denote this norm simply by || ||. When A is a left ideal in a Banach algebra B, then, for y eB, Ly is the left multiplication operator defined on A: Lvx=yx, x e A. We note thaty^*Ly is a homomorphism of B into ¿if (A). Finally, we denote bŷ (A) the closure in £?(A) of {Lx:x e A}.
Our characterization is as follows:
Theorem. Let A be a proper H*-algebra, with Â=l2({Bs(Hy), ky}). For y e lx({B(Hy)}), define Tv on A by (Tyxf=Lyx, xeA.
Then (i) y->Ty is an isometric isomorphism of lx'({B(Hy)}) and £?(A) and (ii) under this isomorphism, c0({Bc(Hy)}) corresponds to 'if(A).
The above characterization when A is a dual 5*-algebra is given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [7] . (Strictly speaking, the characterization in [7] is given for right centralizers.)
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we establish the following lemma.
Lemma. (Cf. [3, Theorem 18].) Let H be a Hilbert space. Then y^-Ly is an isometric isomorphism ofB(H) and £?(BS(H)).
Proof.
If y e B(H), x e BS(H), then \\yx\\s^\\y\\a\\x\\s, so y^Ly is norm decreasing. 
so that T=Ly. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem. In view of the isomorphism a->-â, it is sufficient to show that (i)' y-*-Lv is an isometric isomorphism of r({B(Hy)}) and £?(Â), and (ii)' under this isomorphism c0({Bc(Hy)}) corresponds to ^(Â). 
It remains to show that y-*Ly is an isometry onto S?(Â). To this end, suppose that TeJé'(Â).
For y e Y let Ty = T\Ây. Since Â2 is dense in 4, and T(Â2)cÂy, we have that Tye&(Ây). Now Ma^IMí7)!!..
x £/4y. Thus Ty induces an element fy e ¿¡f(Bs(Hy)) given by Ty(x(y)) = (Tyx)(y), x e Ây, and \\Ty\\ = \\fy\\.
By the lemma, there exists y(y) e B(Hy) with fy = Ly{y) and lly(y)llo= \\fy\\ «¡rr)|< un, y6r.
Thus j £ r({B(Hy)}) and ||^|L = || T\\. If xe Â,y eY, then (4xKy) = y(y)x(y) = fy(*(y)) = (7;x)(y) = (Tx)(y), so L" = 7.
(ii)' If xeÂ, then rec.p^Dcc.dB,^)}), and c0({Bc(Hy)})
is closed in /^({ÄOrY,)}). Now <ë(Â) is the closure of {Lx:x e Â} in S?(Â), so every element ofif(Â) corresponds to an element of c0({Bc(Hy)}).
Conversely, if y e c0({Bc(Hy)}), we want to show Ly e ^(Â). Since the finitely supported functions are dense in c0({Bc(Hy)}), it is enough to show, for each y, that Ly e <£(Â) when y(y) e Bc(Hy) and y(y') = 0, y'lty. But this is equivalent to showing that Ly{y) e(i(Bs(Hy)) when y(y) £ Bc(Hy), and this latter fact is true, using the lemma, since Bs(Hy) is dense in Bc(Hy). Q.E.D.
Conclusion. We conclude with several remarks. In (I)-(IV) we assume that A is a proper H*-algebra, with Â=l2({Bs(Hy), ky}).
(I) When G is a compact group and A=L2(G), with convolution for multiplication, then each Hy is finite dimensional, a-^-â is simply the Fourier transform, and ky=dy/2, where dy is the dimension of Hy. As in [2] [10] . A theorem of theirs [unpublished] states that t(A) is isometrically isomorphic to F({Bt(Hy), ky}), where Bt(Hy) denotes the algebra of operators of trace class, endowed with the trace class norm.
For a Banach space X, let X* denote its dual space. Our characterization enables us to give an alternate proof of the theorems of Saworotnow [9] that 'W(A)* is isometrically isomorphic to t(A) and t(A)* is isometrically isomorphic to £?(A) (cf. [7, proof of Theorem 3.1]):
Since Bc(Hy)* is isometrically isomorphic to Bt(Hy) and Bt(Hy)* is isometrically isomorphic to B(Hy) [11] , one can show that c0({Bc(Hy)})* is isometrically isomorphic to ll({Bt(Hy), ky}) and that P({Bt(Hy), ky})* is isometrically isomorphic to /°°({5(//y)}). Using the identification of <ë(A) with c0({Bc(Hy)}), t(A) with P({Bt(Hy), ky}), and S?(A) with Jx({B(Hy)}), one thus obtains Saworotnow's results.
(V) The lemma admits the following generalization: Suppose X is a Banach space and I is a left ideal of B(X) which is a Banach algebra in some norm dominating the operator norm. Then y-+Ly is a bicontinuous isomorphism of B(X) onto ^C(I).
One first notes that, for somefeX* with ||/|| = 1, / must contain the minimal left ideal J={r¡®f:r¡ £X}. Now ||»?®/||j=||»7<S>/||o=ll»7ll> so it follows that r¡®f<^>-n gives a linear homeomorphism of J and X.
Choose ÇeX with/(f)=L Then y(r))=T(r¡®f)(C), r¡eX, defines a If, in addition, A can be represented as lp({Ay}), l^p<oo, orc0({Ay}), and each Ây is a norm left ideal in B(Xy) (i.e., the norm in Ây, \\ \\y, is a cross norm and H^xl^-i ||.y|lol|x||y for y e B(Xy), x e Ay), then one can show that £?(A) is isometrically isomorphic to /°° ({B(Xy)}). The proof is virtually the same as that of the theorem.
